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Figure 1: The fow of using Voicemoji. Voicemoji is a web application that allows the user to speak text and emojis. It also 
provides context-sensitive emoji suggestions based on the spoken content. 

ABSTRACT 
Keyboard-based emoji entry can be challenging for people with 
visual impairments: users have to sequentially navigate emoji lists 
using screen readers to fnd their desired emojis, which is a slow and 
tedious process. In this work, we explore the design and benefts of 
emoji entry with speech input, a popular text entry method among 
people with visual impairments. After conducting interviews to 
understand blind or low vision (BLV) users’ current emoji input 
experiences, we developed Voicemoji, which (1) outputs relevant 
emojis in response to voice commands, and (2) provides context-
sensitive emoji suggestions through speech output. We also con-
ducted a multi-stage evaluation study with six BLV participants 
from the United States and six BLV participants from China, fnding 
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that Voicemoji signifcantly reduced entry time by 91.2% and was 
preferred by all participants over the Apple iOS keyboard. Based 
on our fndings, we present Voicemoji as a feasible solution for 
voice-based emoji entry. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Emojis have become an essential element of online communica-
tion, with over 3,000 emojis available in the Unicode standard [18]. 
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Facial expressions, emotions, activities, and objects are succinctly 
represented using emojis. Emojis are widely used in everyday so-
cial interactions including text messaging, posting on social media, 
contacting customer service, and appealing to online audiences 
through advertisements, making emojis undoubtedly a popular and 
important way of communicating in today’s digital age [46, 63]. 

The prevalence of emojis in online communications means that 
blind or low vision (BLV) users encounter emojis often. According 
to a recent study by Tigwell et al. [55], 93.1% of BLV users encounter 
emojis each month, and 82.7% of them utilize emojis at least once a 
month. However, due to emojis’ similarity to images and the lack 
of accessibility support for screen readers [55], current emoji entry 
methods, including emoji keyboards, emoji shortcuts, and built-in 
emoji search, are cognitively demanding and unreasonably time-
consuming for BLV users. We compare current emoji entry methods 
and summarize their shortcomings, including emoji keyboards, emoji 
shortcuts, and built-in emoji search, in Table 1 and Figure 2. 

Such limitations hinder BLV users from using emojis easily, caus-
ing social exclusion for BLV users, and reducing their communica-
tion efcacy [57]. Through our interviews with BLV users (N =12), 
we report that there are four major challenges of current emoji 
entry methods: (1) the entry process is time-consuming; (2) the 
results provided by the methods are not consistent with users’ ex-
pectations; (3) there is a lack of support for discovering new emojis; 
and (4) there is a lack of support for fnding the right emojis. In 
summary, the current state of searching for and inputting emojis 
for BLV users is inaccessible, tedious, and exclusionary. 

Prior work has reported that BLV users employ voice commands 
more frequently, and are more satisfed with speech recognition, 
than sighted people [3]. Gboard has support for dictating emojis, 
where commands like “fre emoji" would input the emoji [64]. 
Apple voice control allows emojis with multi-word descriptions 
to be inputted by using similar commands [31]. However, both 
methods only work when the user knows the exact name of the 
emoji. 

We present Voicemoji (Figure 1), a voice emoji entry system that 
supports: (1) voice-based semantic-level emoji search, (2) emoji 
entry with keywords, (3) context-sensitive emoji suggestions, and 
(4) manipulation of emojis with voice commands, such as changing 
the emoji color or skin tone. Specifcally, Voicemoji detects a set 
of keywords to trigger the emoji input function, and utilizes the 
results from the Google search engine to fnd the most relevant 
emojis. Powered by deep learning, it also suggests emojis based on 
the spoken content. With Voicemoji, the user can use ambiguous 
descriptions, such as, “ocean animal emoji,” to get a group of emojis 
including squid , octopus , and tropical fsh . Following a 
similar approach, exploration and learning of new emojis is also 
possible, which is exceptionally difcult with current emoji input 
methods. 

Additionally, Voicemoji, at present, supports a rich emoji set 
accessible through two of the three most spoken languages in the 
world,1 Chinese and English. This feature enhances the generaliz-
ability of our solution in two respects: (1) language independence 
(i.e., the method can apply to multiple languages); (2) emoji inde-
pendence (i.e., the method can output all emojis in the current emoji 
1https://www.babbel.com/en/magazine/the-10-most-spoken-languages-in-the-world 

set). We also open-sourced our code to support the research com-
munity and provide a platform for contributions from like-minded 
researchers and developers.2 

We conducted a multi-stage study to evaluate Voicemoji with six 
BLV participants from the United States and six BLV participants 
from China. After learning the usage of Voicemoji in an initial 
training session, participants were encouraged to use the Voicemoji 
system in their daily chat conversations for three days. Then, they 
participated in a lab study to compare the performance of Voicemoji 
with their current keyboard-based emoji entry system. 

Our results show that participants entered emojis signifcantly 
faster with Voicemoji than with the Apple iOS keyboard, and the 
suggestion function of Voicemoji was perceived as relevant and 
helpful. Qualitative analysis shows evidence that Voicemoji not only 
improved the emoji entry experience, but also enriched participants’ 
overall online communication experience. 

We make three primary contributions in this work: 
(1) Through semi-structured interviews, we report on the cur-

rent emoji input experiences and challenges faced by BLV 
users; 

(2) We developed Voicemoji, a speech-based emoji entry system 
that enables BLV users to input emojis. We contribute its in-
teraction design, including its commands, functionality, and 
feedback, which support a multilingual system. Additionally, 
we provide the source code of our implementation; 

(3) Through a multi-stage user study, we evaluated the usability 
of Voicemoji and compared it to current emoji entry methods. 
Our results show that Voicemoji signifcantly reduces input 
time for emoji entry by 91.2% and is highly preferred by 
users. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Prior research related to the current work exists in a variety of 
areas, which we review in this section. These areas are the role of 
emojis in online communication, making emojis accessible to blind 
or low vision (BLV) users, and the use of speech-based interfaces 
among BLV users. We cover each of these in turn. 

2.1 The Role of Emojis in Online 
Communication 

Emojis are a set of pictorial Unicode characters with visual represen-
tations of expressions, activities, objects, and symbols. Since they 
were inducted into the Unicode Standard in 2009 [16], the usage of 
emojis has increased dramatically. A 2015 report by Swiftkey [53] 
revealed that users inputted over a billion emojis over four months; 
a similar report in 2017 from Emojipedia [8] showed that fve billion 
emojis were sent daily on Facebook messenger. Because of their 
pictorial appearance, emojis “convey information across language, 
culture, lifestyle and diversity” [1]. In fact, people sometimes even 
use pure emoji combinations unaccompanied by text to covey their 
expressions (e.g., = book a fight ) [12, 32]. 

People use emojis for diferent purposes. Emojis can be used 
to provide additional emotional context or situational information 
[15], change the tone of a message, engage the recipient, or maintain 

2https://github.com/DrustZ/VoiceEmoji 
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Table 1: Summary of diferent emoji entry methods. Voicemoji aims to address several problems of current methods by pro-
viding features including voice input, fuzzy semantic-level search and emoji suggestions 

Method Modality Emoji search? Emoji suggestions? 
Emoji keyboard Touch No No 
Emoji shortcut Touch No No 
Built-in emoji search Touch Keyword-level No 
Voicemoji Voice Keyword- and semantic-level search Semantic-level 

Figure 2: Current emoji input methods. (a) The Apple iOS emoji keyboard. Blind or low vision users can use a fnger to move 
over the keyboard to navigate through the options one by one, and the screen reader will read out the name of each emoji. The 
process is tedious and slow. (b) The emoji shortcut. When the user types certain keywords, such as “bear," the corresponding 
emojis will appear in the suggestion list. Not all emojis have shortcuts, and the user has to memorize the shortcuts to fnd 
them. (c) Built-in emoji search. Some keyboards ofer built-in search functions, where the user can input text to search for 
emojis. The search is only based on manually curated keywords. In our interviews, we found that our participants mainly 
used the emoji keyboard (a) to input emojis, despite its evident drawbacks. 

a relationship [15, 34]. People also use emojis in highly personalized 
and contextualized ways to create “shared and secret uniqueness” 
[34, 48, 54, 65]. An example provided by Wiseman and Gould [65] 
showed that a romantic couple used the pizza emoji to mean “I 
love you” because of their shared love for pizza. In general, the usage 
of emojis improves the expressiveness of online communication 
[29, 33, 59]. 

It is not surprising that people who are blind or have low vision 
(BLV) also use emojis in their written communications. According 
to Tigwell et al. [55], over 93.1% BLV users engage with emojis 
at least once a month. These people’s purposes when using emo-
jis are the same as those of sighted people, including enhancing 
message content, adding humor, and altering tone. Unfortunately, 
the accessibility and usability of emoji interfaces for BLV users is 
lacking, although there have been some eforts to improve upon 
this situation. We now review these eforts. 

2.2 Emoji Accessibility for Blind and Low 
Vision Users 

Visual content such as images, videos, stickers, badges, memes, and 
emojis can enhance online communication and social interaction. 
Unfortunately, much of this visual content remains inaccessible. 

Prior work mainly has focused on improving the accessibility of 
pictures [38, 42] and memes [20, 21, 47] posted on social media. 
The work has utilized human-in-the-loop plus automatic methods 
such as optical character recognition and scene description. In the 
last decade, emojis have become a staple in online communication 
[35, 70]. Although a large body of work on emojis has explored the 
inclusiveness of emojis along the lines of gender [5, 7, 10], age [27], 
and race [4, 9], making emojis accessible for diferent user groups 
is still an open research topic. 

Owing to their inaccessible pictorial nature, emojis can be easily 
misunderstood by BLV users. For example, the same emoji can 
have diferent defnitions on diferent platforms, and can also be 
read diferently by diferent screen readers. This inconsistency can 
cause frustration and misunderstanding [55]. Furthermore, many 

emojis have similar descriptions, such as (Grinning Face with 

Smiling Eyes) and (Smiling Face with Smiling Eyes), which are 
hard for a person to distinguish without visual portrayals. As a 
consequence, research shows BLV users can lack confdence when 
selecting emojis [55]. To help remedy this problem, Kim et al. [36] 
combined machine learning and k-means clustering to analyze 
the conversation and recommend emojis that represent various 
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contexts, which can ease the challenge of selecting appropriate 
emojis for BLV users. 

Outside some prior academic research, there has been little recog-
nition in industry that the inaccessibility of emojis is a problem. As 
noted above, the predominant way to select and input an emoji is 
to visually search over an emoji keyboard, which ofers emojis in 
a multi-page menu, grouped by theme. This method is imprecise 
and slow, even for a sighted user; it is even more unusable for blind 
or low vision (BLV) users. A video on YouTube 3 demonstrates the 
procedure vividly: to navigate among emoji options, a BLV user 
has to make a swipe or drag the fnger to move the focus onto the 
next emoji, and continue to step until the expected emoji is spoken 
(Figure 2a). 

Recently, productized mobile keyboards have added emoji sug-
gestions in the suggestion bar when certain keywords are typed. 
For example, typing “bear” results in a bear emoji appearing 
(Figure 2b). Although such shortcut suggestions reduce user work-
load, users still have to memorize corresponding keywords, and 

emojis with complex descriptions, such as (Grinning Cat Face 
with Smiling Eyes), cannot be inserted in this way, as they do not 
have a short keyword. Lastly, emoji keyboards such as Gboard have 
built-in emoji search functions (Figure 2c). However, the emoji 
search function is based on keywords that are assigned manually; 
hence, this function does not provide much fexibility. For example, 
users can enter “fruit” to fnd fruit emojis, but “fruits” produces 
zero results. Another issue of keyword-based search is the poor 
transferability between languages: searching emojis on a Chinese 
keyboard often leads to fewer results than performing the same 
search on an English keyboard because the names of emojis are 
defned in English, and there are no ofcial emoji names in Chinese. 

That said, both academic researchers and industry developers 
have put efort into improving the accessibility of emoji systems. 
Web developers utilized the Aria-label with emoji text to standardize 
the description for screen readers [51]. Researchers also designed 
emojis [11] that can be combined with Braille text. And prior work 
has addressed the problem of how to make emoji output more 
accessible [14, 61]; however, there has been precious little work 
on making emoji input more accessible, which is the focus of this 
work. 

2.3 Speech Interfaces for Blind or Low Vision 
Users 

Speech-based interfaces are commonly used to support accessibil-
ity (e.g., [17]), and even some non-speech voice-based accessible 
applications have been developed (e.g., [23]). Research shows that 
screen reader users are generally more satisfed with speech input 
than are non-screen reader users [3]. Speech input is not only faster 
than typing [49], the performance of state-of-the-art recognition 
algorithms has also reached the word-level accuracy over 95% [45]. 
Voice input has also been applied to other tasks such as “free-hand” 
drawing [24, 30] and image manipulation [26]. 

As a consequence, when considering solutions for BLV users to 
enter emojis, speech-based interfaces are a natural consideration. 
We are not the frst to consider a “speak emoji” design; in fact, 

3https://youtu.be/PpqLnO-1Kxw 

Gboard has enabled a function to speak single-word emojis in its 
speech-to-text engine [5]. For example, when the user speaks “fre 

emoji,” Gboard will transcribe the speech into . However, it only 
allows single-word emoji entry, and users have to know the exact 
keyword for the desired emoji. The Apple iOS voice control4 also 
allows a user to input emojis using voice; however, the function was 
designed specifcally for people with motor impairments, and the 
user has to memorize the exact keyword of the emoji they desire. 
Moreover, all of the current voice emoji interfaces do not support 
exploration: they only show one emoji according to a single-word 
spoken command. 

Unlike current solutions, Voicemoji presents a comprehensive 
set of approaches to speak emojis: the user can either input an emoji 
with a key phrase, or fnd relevant emojis by natural language com-
mands. Voicemoji also provides emoji suggestion features inspired 
by Emojilization [28], which provide emoji suggestions for speech 
input based on the semantic meaning of the spoken text and the 
tone of the speech. This helps the user discover unfamiliar emojis 
and fnd proper ones to avoid misuse [55]. 

3 UNDERSTANDING CURRENT EMOJI 
USAGE BY BLIND USERS 

To design an emoji entry method for blind or low vision (BLV) users, 
we frst need to understand the problems they face when they utilize 
current emoji systems. To gain this understanding, we conducted 
multiple semi-structured interviews5 with our target users from 
both the United States and China. Specifcally, we wanted to answer 
three questions: (1) How do BLV users currently input emojis? (2) 
How do BLV users discover and conceive of new emojis? (3) What 
are the main challenges of using the current emoji entry methods 
for BLV users? 

We recruited 12 participants, 6 from the United States (5 men, 
1 woman) aged 18 to 68 (M=35.5, SD=17.1), and 6 from China (4 
men, 2 women) aged 25 to 27 (M=26.0, SD=0.9). We contacted our 
participants by sending emails to BLV community centers. Our 
participants’ demographic information is shown in Table 2. Seven 
participants identifed as blind and fve participants identifed as low 
vision. All participants owned mobile phones and used them daily 
with screen readers. Due to the inconsistency of emoji descriptions 
on diferent platforms, we only recruited Apple iOS users, as the iOS 
system has more detailed descriptions for each emoji than Android 
in both English and Chinese. The interviews lasted 45-60 minutes 
and were audio-recorded for analysis. Our interview protocol was 
guided by our research questions. Participants were compensated 
with $15 USD or 100 CNY for their time. 

For analysis, two authors independently coded all of the inter-
view transcripts while discussing and modifying the codebook to 
reconcile ambiguities on an ongoing basis. The research team dis-
cussed any discrepancies until reaching consensus. We did not, 
however, calculate inter-rater reliability, as the primary goal of 
the coding process was not to achieve complete agreement, but to 
eventually yield overarching themes [40]. After coding all inter-
views, all authors conducted multiple sessions of thematic analysis 
of the interviews, using afnity diagramming [50] as a modifed 

4https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT210417 
5Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we conducted all interviews online. 
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Table 2: Demographic information of participants 

ID Sex Age Nation Visual Impairment Frequency of Using Emojis 
P1 F 25 CN Blind Every day 
P2 M 25 CN Blind Every day 
P3 M 26 CN Low Vision (Retinitis pigmentosa) Every day 
P4 F 26 CN Low Vision (Retinitis pigmentosa) Every day 
P5 M 27 CN Low Vision (Retinitis pigmentosa) Rarely use them 
P6 M 27 CN Low Vision (Peripheral vision loss) Every day 
P7 M 30 US Blind Once a week 
P8 F 68 US Low Vision (Central vision loss) Every day 
P9 M 18 US Blind Once a week 
P10 M 35 US Blind Every day 
P11 M 35 US Blind Rarely use them 
P12 M 27 US Blind Every week 

version of grounded theory [13] to uncover themes of various levels. 
We present our results in the following subsections. Some partic-
ipant quotes have been edited slightly and shortened to improve 
readability without changing their substance. 

3.1 Current Emoji Entry Practice 
We briefy report participants’ current emoji entry practices in this 
section. 

Frequency and Motivation. Eight participants reported that they 
used emojis every day, two used emojis once a week, and two rarely 
used them (i.e., less than once a week). This result aligns with previ-
ous work [55] indicating the popular usage of emojis despite their 
pictorial and visual nature. However, we found that most partici-
pants only used a limited number of emojis frequently (about 10), 
most of which were emotion-related ones such as smiling faces. 
When asked about motivations, all people mentioned enriching 
the expressiveness of their communications; one participant (P10) 
also mentioned using emojis as a quick response. Interestingly, two 
participants (P8, P10) also mentioned the sense of belonging and 
connecting to their peers when using emojis, which emphasized the 
social aspects of emoji usage. 

Input Methods. For daily communication, six participants used 
speech input as their main text input method, three used an on-
screen keyboard, and three used a braille keyboard. For those who 
did not use speech input as their main method, they all used speech 
input for certain situations, such as “quick stuf” (P12) or “when 
I’m lazy” (P7). All participants reported using the emoji keyboard 
as the main input method for emojis. For those who used emojis 
frequently, they would memorize the position of certain emojis. 
Five participants also utilized the frequently used page of the emoji 
keyboard to speed up their input process. Participants also men-
tioned using emoji shortcuts, but only P2 used them as the main 
way to input emojis, memorizing the keywords that brought up 
certain emoji suggestions. However, other participants felt that this 
approach was too unpredictable, and they often did not know what 
keyword could provide a desired emoji suggestion. 

Learning New Emojis. To discover new emojis, seven partici-
pants mentioned that they got to know new emojis while they 

were swiping to input a known emoji on the emoji keyboard. Five 
participants occasionally scrolled through the whole emoji key-
board. Six participants mentioned discovering new emojis from the 
messages sent to them. Two people also read release notes, such as 
Unicode specifcations, to learn new emojis. Everyone learned new 
emojis by their emoji descriptions; however, P10 mentioned that a 
lot of these descriptions were “confusing and not detailed enough.” 
Participant 8 mentioned that she would connect her phone with 
a television magnifer to see new emojis, and P12 would search 
on Emojipedia.org to learn new emojis. Five participants also men-
tioned that they would consult with their sighted friends about 
how to use certain emojis to feel confdent using them. Although 
all of these learning methods exhibit the tenacity and cleverness of 
our participants, they amount to labor-intensive workarounds that 
should be avoidable with better designs. 

3.2 Challenges of Current Emoji Entry 
Methods 

Through our interviews, we identifed several problems with cur-
rent emoji entry methods for blind or low vision (BLV) users. Many 
of these problems reduce usability for non-BLV users as well, and 
unsurprisingly, improving emoji systems for BLV users is likely to 
improve emoji systems for all users. 

C1. Time Consuming. All participants complained about the in-
convenience of using the emoji keyboard. There are thousands of 
options in the Apple iOS emoji keyboard, and these options are even 
grouped by categories and similarity; but it is still time-consuming 
to listen to the description of each emoji one-by-one. Participant 7 
said, “I actually have to read every single one on the page to know 
what’s on that page. So it just it’s time consuming.” Participant 2 
mentioned that when the procedure was too long she would just 
give up. The emoji shortcut method was faster compared to the 
emoji keyboard, but “typing and correcting the text still took time” 
(P2, P7). Participant 1 and P10 also mentioned that when using the 
shortcut method, they have to think about the keyword and might 
try diferent words to trigger an emoji suggestion. 

C2. Inconsistent with Users’ Expectations. The main challenge 
of the emoji shortcut method was the lack of consistency with users’ 
expectations. There was no guarantee that every keyword would 

https://Emojipedia.org
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result in an emoji suggestion, and the user had to guess the right 
keywords. Participant 7 said, “When it works, it works really well. 
When it doesn’t work, I have to guess several times and if all the 
keywords fail, I’m pretty confused.” Participant 4 also expressed her 
confusion: “Sometimes I type exactly the description of the emoji 
but it does not show the suggestion. Then I feel it is stupid and do not 
know what to type.” The timing of the emoji suggestions was also 
inconsistent. Some emoji suggestions appeared as auto-correction 
candidates, while others appeared as auto-prediction candidates. 
Participant 3 provided an example: typing “happy birthday” would 

lead to a partying face emoji suggestion in the list, but after the 

space bar was pressed, the emoji changed to a balloon emoji . 
There was also inconsistency in the emoji keyboard method. Many 
participants mentioned that the categories were ambiguous; for 
example, the category Smileys & People contained cat face emojis. 

C3. Lack of Support for Discovering Emojis. There was also 
no convenient way for BLV users to discover new emojis. Most 
participants mentioned that they only used a limited number of 
common emojis. While the emoji list contains many options, only 
fve participants mentioned that they would occasionally navigate 
among the keyboard to explore new emojis. 

C4. Lack of Support for Finding the Right Emoji. Not know-
ing enough emojis limited the expression participants could convey 
through emojis. Participant 2 mentioned, “Sometimes I want to add 
some emojis, but I don’t know which to add so I just give up.” The 
keyword suggestion method can mitigate this challenge to some 
degree, but not always: “If the emoji is suggested by the keyword, I 
would pick it. However, it might not be the best one in my mind. I 
pick the suggested ones only because it was too tiring to pick the 
right one from the emoji keyboard” (P4). Even if users know the 
emoji exists, they usually ask a sighted friend to explain the context 
of the emoji. There is no way for them to discover the proper usage 
context of new emojis with current input methods. 

3.3 Features Emerged from the User Interviews 
Based on our interview results, we summarize certain key features 
that Voicemoji needs to have to address these challenges. 

F1. Support Direct Emoji Entry. To address challenge C1, when 
users have specifc emojis in mind, they can directly and easily 
insert those emojis via speech. Ideally, users can speak both emojis 
and text in one utterance without explicitly switching modes. 

F2. Enable Natural Language Qeries. To address challenge C2, 
with Voicemoji, users should be able to ask for emojis in a natural 
way, rather than having to remember keywords or names. For 
example, when looking for the emoji Man with Probing Cane , 
users can simply say, “a blind person emoji” instead of the whole, 
exact name. 

F3. Ofer Various Options Related to the Qery. To address 
challenges C3 and C4, Voicemoji should be able to scope relevant 
emojis if users are unsure which emojis to use. Scoping the results 
is recommended by the human-AI interaction guidelines [2], where 
it is suggested ofering the user more options from which to choose, 
and opportunities to discover new options. 

F4. Suggest Emojis Related to the Current Context. To ad-
dress challenge C3 and C4, when users do not know which emojis 
to use, Voicemoji needs to provide suggestions based on the current 
message content. 

F5. Provide the Ability for Color or Skin Tone Modification. 
Besides the major challenges, two participants (P7, P10) explicitly 
mentioned the difculty of choosing skin tones for certain emoji. 
With the Apple iOS emoji keyboard, users have to long-press an 
emoji to trigger the skin tone selector, and go through extra steps 
to modify the skin tone of an emoji. For a better user experience, 
users should be able to specify or modify the color of an emoji with 
speech directly and easily. 

4 THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 
VOICEMOJI 

In this section, we describe the design and implementation of Voice-
moji (Figure 1). Voicemoji contains several speech commands to 
trigger emoji search, emoji insertion, and emoji modifcation. The 
list of commands is shown in Table 3. 

Voicemoji can be operated using only speech, or in conjunction 
with VoiceOver or other screen readers. We implemented Voicemoji 
as a web application for easy cross-device access without the need 
of app installation. When the user clicks the speech button, the 
screen reader prompts, “Please start speaking,” and users can begin 
their speech input. Users click the button again when they fnish 
speaking. We used the Google Cloud speech-to-text API6 for speech 
recognition. To improve the usability of Voicemoji, we added a 
“copy button” so that users could copy the spoken content and paste 
it into other messaging apps; we also added a “help” button that 
announces the basic usage and commands of Voicemoji. To support 
our remote user study, described in the next section, we added a 
chat feature in Voicemoji: clicking the “Send” button would send 
the text to other the users on the website at the same time. The 
overall process of using Voicemoji is depicted in Figure 3. We next 
introduce each command for searching and inputting emojis. 

4.1 The Emoji Search Command 
We designed the command template, “Emoji search: description + 
emoji” to explicitly search for certain emojis. Voicemoji extracts the 
description between “Emoji search:” and “emoji” as the query, re-
turning related emojis and announcing them with Apple VoiceOver. 
For example, the user can say, “Emoji search: a blind person emoji,” 
and Voicemoji will return emojis including (Man with Probing 

Cane), (Probing Cane), and (Guide Dog). Upon receiving the 
results, Voicemoji triggers the screen reader to announce the names 
of the emojis one by one. The emoji results are shown as buttons, 
and the user can either tap an emoji, or select an emoji by its po-
sition by saying, for example, “Insert the second one.” The usage 
fow is shown in Figure 4. 

As specifed in Section 3.3, the user’s search description does not 
have to be a predefned emoji keyword or name. Voicemoji accepts 
any form of natural language as the emoji description (feature F2, 
above), such as “tropical fruit” or “cold weather,” even though no 
specifc emojis exist with these exact names. 
6https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text 

https://6https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text
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Table 3: Emoji input commands of Voicemoji and usage examples 

Command Result Example command Example result 

“Emoji search: Return a list of emojis relevant “Emoji search: 
Description + emoji" to the description A blind person emoji" 

“Insert + description The most relevant emoji is “Happy birthday insert “Happy birthday " 
+ emoji" added directly to the transcription birthday cake emoji" 

(the input text: 
“Change the emoji to The last inputted emoji is changed “that’s great! ") “that’s great! " 

+ color/skin" to the corresponding color/skin “Change the emoji to 
dark skin" 

Emoji suggestion Five emoji suggestions relevant to “How about dinner tonight?" 
function the spoken content when 

no emoji command is received 

Figure 3: The usage fow of Voicemoji. After the transcript of the voice input is received, the server parses the input to check 
the type of the command it contains. The parsed input is then processed by diferent subsystems according to its command 
type. Finally, emoji results are returned and announced. 

Figure 4: Emoji search command fow. When the user speaks 
the command, “Emoji search: description + emoji,” Voice-
moji will return related emojis above the text feld, and the 
screen reader announces the name of each returned emoji. If 
there are more emojis available, the screen reader will read 
the frst fve emojis, and then say “more emojis available.” 

To enable Voicemoji’s search functionality, we utilized the Google 
search API 7 as the search engine to enable fexible search queries 
with natural language understanding [44]. After extracting the 
query, Voicemoji searches the query in Emojipedia via the API. Emo-
jipedia is an emoji reference website that documents the names of 
emoji characters in the Unicode Standard. The Google search API 
fnds the most relevant pages in Emojipedia based on the query. 
Google’s search results may contain diferent types of websites such 
as blogs, news, and emoji defnition pages8. Voicemoji then applies 
regex matching on the resulting pages to extract emoji defnition 
pages, and adds the corresponding emojis into the list of emoji 
search results (feature F3, above). The results are then announced 

7https://developers.google.com/custom-search/v1/overview 
8For an example of an emoji defnition page, see https://emojipedia.org/fre/ for the 

“fre” emoji . 

by the device’s screen reader. If there are more than fve results, a 
next page button will appear to facilitate page navigation. 

For the Chinese language, we used similar search commands 
“给我一个 + description + 表情” (表情 stands for “emoji”). After 
extracting the query, Voicemoji translates it into English using 
Google’s Cloud Translation API9. The rest of the procedure is the 
same as for English search queries. 

One essential diference between Voicemoji and searching emojis 
directly on Google is that Voicemoji is a text-input interaction, and 
it is targeted at improving the communication efciency. While the 
user could get the same result by searching on Google, the portion 
of the interaction for a visually-impaired user (open a browser, go to 
Google, search the emoji, go to the website, copy the emoji, switch 
the application, paste the emoji) is signifcantly higher than using 
a built-in Voicemoji-like function from the keyboard. 

Figure 5: Emoji insertion command fow. When the user 
speaks the command, “Insert + description + emoji,” or “sin-
gle word description + emoji,” Voicemoji will return the tran-
scribed text with the emoji replacement. 

9https://cloud.google.com/translate 

https://9https://cloud.google.com/translate
https://emojipedia.org/fire
https://7https://developers.google.com/custom-search/v1/overview
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4.2 The Direct Insertion Command 
We designed two commands to support direct emoji entry within 
text (feature F1, above). The frst one is similar to a feature in Gboard: 
whenever the user speaks a word followed by the keyword “emoji,” 
Voicemoji will replace the word with a corresponding emoji. For 
example, saying, “walking in the park with my dog emoji” results 
in “walking in the park with my .” To avoid replacing words 
that are actually describing the word “emoji,” such as, “I like to use 
emojis in my daily life,” we only trigger the replacement of words 
that are nouns or gerunds. 

The other command is, “Insert + description + emoji,” and Voice-
moji will replace the whole command with the corresponding emoji. 
This command enables the direct entry of emojis with multi-word 
descriptions. For example, “Happy birthday insert birthday cake 

emoji” results in “Happy birthday .” The usage fow is shown in 
Figure 5. The command for the Chinese language is “插入+ descrip-
tion +表情”. 

Both the English and Chinese commands replace the description 
in place, thereby supporting fast emoji entry when the user has a 
specifc emoji in mind. When the processing fnishes, the screen 
reader speaks the transcribed text, including the emoji, to assure the 
user of the result. The query is processed with the Google search 
API described above, and the top emoji results are returned. 

Figure 6: When no emoji command is received, fve emoji 
suggestions are produced by Voicemoji based on the spoken 
word content. For example, for the phrase, “how about din-
ner tonight?”, Voicemoji produces a fork and knife emoji, 
smiley face licking its lips emoji, plate of spaghetti emoji, 
smirking face emoji, and dinner plate with utensils emoji. 

4.3 Emoji Suggestions for Spoken Content 
When the user does not explicitly ask for emojis during speech, 
Voicemoji suggests relevant emojis based on the current spoken 
word content (features F3, F4, above). For example, if the user says, 
“How about dinner tonight?”, Voicemoji will return the transcription 

with suggested emojis including (Fork and Knife), (Fork and 

Knife with Plate), (Spaghetti), (Smiling Face Licking Lips) 
and (Smirking Face). When emoji suggestions are available, the 
screen reader says, “Emoji suggestions available” after speaking 
the transcribed result to remind the user. The suggestions are also 
shown as buttons, and the user could tap to insert them. The usage 
fow is shown in Figure 6. 

This emoji suggestion feature was implemented using two meth-
ods: the Dango API 10 and the DeepMoji model [19]. Dango [62] is 
a mobile application that suggests emojis and stickers based on the 

10https://getdango.com/API/ 

message content. DeepMoji is a neural network model trained on 
1.2 billion Tweets for emoji prediction. Both methods use neural 
networks to embed the text into a vector in a semantic space and 
search for its nearest emoji vectors in the space as the suggestions. 
For more technical details, the reader is directed to related articles 
on deep learning and emoji prediction [19, 52]. Voicemoji always 
returns fve suggestions for the current spoken content to improve 
the emoji variety. After getting the results from the Dango API 
(usually three or four emojis), Voicemoji then runs the DeepMoji 
model 11 for further emoji predictions to fll in the remaining slots. 
We use the Dango API frst as it is a commercial product which has 
a larger training dataset and produces more realistic suggestions 
than Deepmoji. The suggested emojis refect both the semantics of 
a phrase (e.g., suggesting food emojis in the above example) and 
the afect of a phrase (e.g., suggesting facial expressions). For Chi-
nese input, the content is translated into English and then similarly 
passed to the Dango API and the Deepmoji model. 

Figure 7: Color/skin modifcation usage fow. When the user 
speaks the command, “Change the emoji to + skin/color mod-
ifer phrase,” Voicemoji will change the last inserted emoji to 
its corresponding color/skin variation. 

4.4 Emoji Modifcation Commands 
Voicemoji also supports modifcation of already inserted emojis 
(feature F5, above). The user can say the command, “Change the 
emoji to + description” to change an already inputted emoji to an-
other one. For example, if the inputted text is, “Take a walk with my 

,” speaking “Change the emoji to cat” will modify the dog emoji 
into a cat emoji . The command can also modify the color/skin 
of the emoji if the description contains a color (“yellow,” “blue,” 
“green,” “brown,” “red,” etc.) or skin tone (“light,” “medium-light,” 
“medium,” “medium-dark,” “dark,” etc.). For example, to change the 

emoji thumbs up into , the user can say, “Change the emoji 
to dark skin.” The usage fow for this feature is demonstrated in 
Figure 7. 

To implement this color/skin modifcation feature, we extract 
the description and decide whether the description contains a color 
or skin modifer word. If not, Voicemoji just searches the query 
using the Google search API as usual. If a color or skin modifer 
word is detected, Voicemoji forms a new query by combining the 

last inserted emoji and the description (for example, + “dark 
skin”), and feeds this new query to the Google search API. The frst 
emoji result is then used to replace the inserted emoji in the text. 

Voicemoji also supports other modifcation commands: remov-
ing an inserted emoji (“Remove the emoji” or “Delete the emoji”), 
11https://github.com/bfelbo/DeepMoji 

https://11https://github.com/bfelbo/DeepMoji
https://10https://getdango.com/API
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inserting an emoji in the suggestion list (“Insert the frst one”), and 
making the screen reader read the names of emoji options currently 
in the list (“Read emojis”). All such modifcation commands make 
changes to the last inserted emoji. In this way, Voicemoji can be 
operated entirely via speech if desired. 

4.5 Voicemoji Implementation Details 
Voicemoji is an web application written in JavaScript. To support its 
accessibility features, we used aira-labels [41] on the UI elements in 
order to make them recognizable by a screen reader. The speech out-
put for announcing emoji search results was implemented with the 
aria-live feature [41]. To facilitate our remote user study, described 
below, we also used WebSockets to support a real-time messag-
ing function. The Voicemoji backend was implemented with the 
Tornado library [56]. Finally, the Google Speech, Google Translate, 
Dango, and DeepMoji services were all incorporated into Voicemoji 
as described above. 

5 VOICEMOJI EVALUATION 
We conducted a user study to evaluate Voicemoji and understand its 
usage. Specifcally, we focused on three questions: (1) What is the 
performance of Voicemoji for emoji entry compared to today’s de 
facto entry methods? (2) Is Voicemoji’s suggestion feature useful? 
What is the perceived relevance of the suggested emojis? (3) How 
does Voicemoji impact the online communication experience of its 
users? We describe our study to answer these and other questions 
below. 

5.1 Participants 
We invited the same 12 blind or low vision (BLV) participants shown 
in Table 2 from the formative study to this summative evaluation. 
All of the participants used a mobile phone running the Apple iOS 
system, and were familiar with the built-in screen reader VoiceOver. 
The study lasted for about 2 hours, and participants received $30 
USD or 200 CNY for their time. 

5.2 Apparatus 
To optimize for network speed, our testing website was deployed 
on a university server for our United States participants, and on 
a commercial Virtual Private Server (VPS) in South Korea for our 
Chinese participants. We did not deploy the server in China due 
to the Great Firewall, which blocked the Google services on which 
Voicemoji relied. 

5.3 Procedure 
All study sessions were conducted remotely via Zoom or WeChat, 
and were audio recorded for further analysis. We asked the partici-
pants to turn up their VoiceOver volume so that the experimenter 
could hear the output over their video link. The speech rate of 
Voice Over was set to 70% for Chinese participants and 65% for 
American participants, values difering slightly owing to the difer-
ent output rates of the two languages. The study was conducted 
on two separate days for each participant. The frst phase in the 
study was a tutorial during which we introduced Voicemoji, and 
instructed participants how to use diferent commands for emoji 
search and selection. Participants tried each available command 

and demonstrated their ability to use Voicemoji. We then scheduled 
the summative study three days after the tutorial, and encouraged 
participants to use Voicemoji for their daily communication needs 
during the intervening period. 

The second phase of the study was a formal summative evalua-
tion, which contained two sessions: the emoji entry session and the 
emoji suggestion session, described below. 

Emoji Entry Session. We asked the participants to input 27 
phrases containing emojis using each emoji entry method (Voice-
moji and the current Apple iOS keyboard); the order was counter-
balanced. Both methods used speech input for text. (In the iOS 
keyboard condition, participants were told to input the text with 
dictation.) When using the iOS keyboard, participants were told 
they could use their preferred emoji entry method for each phrase. 
For example, they could use the emoji shortcut method for some 
phrases and the emoji keyboard for others. The rationale was to re-
gard the iOS keyboard condition as the de facto means of inputting 
emojis, which makes available a combination of diferent methods, 
just as in everyday life. Furthermore, participants could always fall 
back to the emoji keyboard if they could not fnd the emoji using 
the shortcuts. 

To make the task refective of real conversational situations, we 
designed four groups of phrases: 

• Five phrases with emojis at the end of the text: “Are you 

going to join us for lunch? (hamburger)” 
• Five phrases with emojis replacing a word in the text: “A 
(present) isn’t necessary. ” 

• Five phrases with emojis at the beginning of the text: “ 
(eyes) See you soon! ” 

• Ten phrases with only emojis: “ ” 
We also asked participants to compose an original phrase with 

text plus emojis and a phrase with only emojis, which added up 
to 27 test phrases in all. Phrase text was randomly selected from 
the Enron mobile phrase set [58], and the frst author added rele-
vant emojis to each phrase. All other authors then reviewed the 
phrase set and agreed on the relevance of each emoji. For emoji-
only phrases, we selected the fve most popular emojis at Emoji 
Stats 12. The website shows the real-time emoji usage data from 
Apple iOS keyboards emojiXpress 13. We randomly added fve more 
emojis into the phrase set. The phrase set is provided in Appendix 
A. We translated the phrases into Chinese for our Chinese partici-
pants. Three of the authors translated the phrases and verifed the 
correctness together. 

The experimenter sent every phrase to each participant via Voice-
moji’s chat function. Participants then heard the content of each 
phrase on their devices, and began to input the phrases using either 
the Apple iOS keyboard or Voicemoji. They then pressed the Send 
button to send the fnished phrase back to the experimenter for 
verifcation. After fnishing all 27 phrases with one method, partici-
pants took a fve minute break and then started to input the phrases 
with the other method. 

Emoji Suggestion Session. We sent eight phrases without emo-
jis to our participants, asking them to speak the phrases using 

12http://www.emojistats.org/
13https://www.emojixpress.com/ 

https://13https://www.emojixpress.com
https://12http://www.emojistats.org
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Voicemoji and to consider the relevance of the emoji suggestions. 
Specifcally, participants were asked to select the emojis that they 
would use with the spoken phrase from among the fve suggestions 
produced by Voicemoji. The purpose was to evaluate the accuracy 
and the usefulness of the emoji suggestion feature. Eight phrases 
were selected from the Sentiment 140 dataset [22], with four posi-
tive sentiment phrases and four negative sentiment phrases. The 
Sentiment 140 dataset contains 1.6 million Tweets annotated with 
positive or negative sentiment labels. The phrase set is provided in 
Appendix B. 

Participants were also instructed to compose a phrase by them-
selves in order to get a sense of using the system in real-settings; 
therefore, every person evaluated nine phrases in the emoji sugges-
tion session. 

After both sessions were complete, participants were asked to 
rate diferent methods with the SUS questionnaire [6] and the NASA 
TLX survey [25], followed by a short debrief on their experiences 
using our Voicemoji method. 

5.4 Metrics 
For the emoji entry session, there was one independent variable, 
entry method, with two levels: Voicemoji and the de facto Apple iOS 
keyboard. We measured the entry time from the audio recording, 
including the total entry time and the emoji entry time. Because 
participants were using Apple’s built-in VoiceOver screen reader, 
the audio feedback of all actions could be recorded, allowing us to 
measure timings from the audio record. 

Total entry time started when participants pressed the Speech 
button in the Voicemoji condition, or when they started dictation 
in the Apple iOS keyboard condition14. The timing ended after 
participants fnished each phrase and VoiceOver read it aloud. 

Emoji entry time was part of the total entry time, and measured 
only the time for emoji entry. For Voicemoji, it included the time 
for speaking the commands, playing the results, and choosing the 
emojis from the results list; for the Apple iOS keyboard, emoji entry 
time included the time for switching from the alphabetic to the 
emoji keyboard, and visually searching for and selecting emojis in 
the list–or, if participants used an emoji shortcut, it included the 
time for typing the shortcuts and selecting them from the suggestion 
bar. 

Due to network latency and processing time, we removed the 
waiting time before the results were read by Voiceover in the Voice-
moji condition. We did this because we wanted to evaluate the 
interaction time, rather than the vagaries of Voicemoji’s current 
implementation. Processing time was neither equal nor controlled 
for the two methods: Voicemoji required the network for API usage 
and hosting the web page, while the Apple iOS keyboard’s func-
tions operated ofine. Including the processing time would thus 
confound the interaction time: the average processing time was 2.2 
± 1.3 seconds for English, and 3.3 ± 1.7 seconds for Chinese; the 
average network latency was 3.9 ± 1.1 seconds for U.S. participants, 
and 5.2 ± 3.2 seconds for Chinese participants. The average emoji 
entry time with/without latency of each participant is presented in 
Appendix C. 

14All participants used Apple’s so-called “Magic Tap” gesture to start dictation, which 
was a double tap with two fngers. 

The frst author went through all of the audio recordings and 
manually calculated the entry time. These results were then vali-
dated by another author, whose results were in agreement. 

For the emoji suggestion session, we recorded the number of 
emojis that were perceived as relevant suggestions. We then cal-
culated the accuracy based on the number of chosen suggestions: 
pick-1 accuracy examined whether any of the fve suggested emojis 
were perceived as relevant. As long as any emoji from the sugges-
tions were picked, the pick-1 accuracy was 100% for the suggestion; 
overall accuracy examined how many emojis from the suggestions 
were perceived relevant on average. For instance, if three of fve 
suggestions were chosen as relevant, then the overall accuracy was 
60%. 

In addition, we also logged the usage of the Voicemoji website 
during the three-day interval between phase one and phase two of 
the study. For privacy, we only logged the emoji results and the IP 
address of the query. The IP address was for diferentiating users. 

We also analyzed participants’ qualitative feedback on Voicemoji. 
We analyzed the audio transcripts using an open coding method 
[13]. Two of the authors frst translated the Chinese transcripts 
into English, coded the transcripts individually, and met to achieve 
consensus on the codes. The codes were then discussed by the 
research team using afnity diagramming [50]. The codes were 
created in a random order and iteratively arranged into a hierarchy 
of themes. 

6 QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 
In this section, we present the results from our user study. Overall, 
we collected 648 phrases (27 phrases × 2 methods × 6 participants 
from each nation × 2 nations) for the emoji entry task, and 108 
phrases (9 phrases × 6 participants from each nation × 2 nations) 
for the emoji suggestion task. 

6.1 Emoji Input with the Apple iOS Keyboard 
Before diving into comparative results between the Apple iOS key-
board and Voicemoji, it is useful to characterize emoji input with 
the Apple iOS keyboard. With this keyboard, participants entered 
emojis with either the emoji keyboard or the emoji shortcut method, 
described above. Three American participants only used the emoji 
keyboard method, three used both methods, and all six Chinese 
participants used both methods to enter emojis. On average, for 
the three American participants who used both methods, 13.3 of 27 
phrases (49.3%) were completed with the emoji keyboard, and 13.7 
of 27 phrases (50.7%) were completed with emoji shortcuts. Chinese 
participants completed 12.7 of 27 phrases (47.0%) with the emoji 
keyboard, and 14.3 of 27 phrases (53.0%) with the emoji shortcut. 

There were also occasions when participants frst tried the short-
cut method, but failed to retrieve their desired emoji, and then 
switched to the emoji keyboard. On average, there were 4.3 of 27 
phrases (15.9%) that participants frst tried the shortcut method and 
then switched to the emoji keyboard in the U.S. group, and 5.3 of 
27 phrases (19.6%) in the Chinese group. 
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6.2 Entry Time 
Figure 8 shows the total entry time and emoji entry time of the two 
methods. The average total entry time for Voicemoji was 6.9 sec-
onds, which was 87.1% shorter than the 56.6 seconds for the Apple 
iOS keyboard. We log-transformed total entry time and emoji entry 
time to make both ft gamma distributions, as is common practice 
with time measures [37]. We performed analyses of variance us-
ing a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with gamma link 
function [39] on total entry time and emoji entry time separately, 
treating entry method and nation as fxed efects, and participant 
and trial as random efects. For total entry time, we found a signif-
icant main efect of entry method (χ2 = 486.29, p < .001),

(1, N =648)
indicating that Voicemoji was signifcantly faster than the Apple 
iOS keyboard. The efect of nation was not statistically signifcant 
(χ2 = 0.09, n.s.). There was a signifcant interaction be-
(1, N =648)

tween nation and entry method (χ2 = 9.22, p < .01), as
(1, N =648)

shown in Figure 9(b). 

Figure 8: The average (a) total entry time and (b) emoji 
entry time of the two methods by nation (they were log-
transformed in the analysis). Error bars represent 95% conf-
dence intervals (CIs). 

The average emoji entry time for Vcoiemoji was 4.7 seconds, 
which was 91.2% shorter than the 53.7 seconds for the Apple iOS 
keyboard. We found a signifcant main efect of entry method 

Figure 9: Interaction efect of Method × Nation on log entry 
time. Both interaction efects indicate that the time saved 
by Voicemoji in the U.S. group is more than in the Chinese 
group. 

(χ2 = 513.55, p < .001). There was no statistically signif-
(1, N =648)

cant efect of nation (χ2 = 0.06, n.s.). There was also a sig-
(1, N =648)

nifcant interaction between nation and entry method (χ2 = 
(1, N =648)

16.11, p < .001), as shown in Figure 9(b). 
From the time distribution (Figure 10), we noticed that the users 

also entered certain emojis quickly with the iOS keyboard. The 
could be explained by several observations in the study: 1) partic-
ipants used certain emojis more frequently (e.g., ) than others 
(e.g., ), so that they were familiar with the keywords of those 
emojis; 2) when using the emoji keyboard, some participants with 
residual vision entered the emojis faster as they could utilize the 
visual information to guide the search procedure. 

Taken together, then, our results for time make it clear that 
Voicemoji was signifcantly faster than the Apple iOS keyboard for 
entering text with emojis. 

6.3 Voicemoji Suggestion Accuracy 
The pick-1 accuracy for Voicemoji was 100% for each phrase, as all 
participants picked at least one emoji suggestion for every phrase. 
The overall accuracy was 76.0% for the Chinese group (participants 
picked 3.80 ± 1.03 emojis as relevant suggestions for each phrase), 
and 72.2% for the American group (participants picked 3.61± 1.24 
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Figure 10: Frequency distribution of the total entry time and emoji entry time in seconds for the two methods. All the tasks 
were fnished within 20 seconds for Voicemoji, while the distribution were heavy tailed for the Apple iOS keyboard. 

Figure 11: SUS usability scores and NASA TLX workload ratings of diferent emoji input methods. For SUS scores, higher 
indicates “more usable” and is better. For NASA TLX ratings, lower indicates “less workload” or “better performance” and is 
better. 

emojis as relevant suggestions for each phrase). These results indi-
cate that the emojis suggested by Voicemoji are generally perceived 
as relevant by users from both countries. 

6.4 Voicemoji Usage 
We logged usage data on the Voicemoji website during the three-
day interval before the second phase of the study to see whether 
participants started to use Voicemoji in their daily lives. There were 
6 participants (2 from China, 4 from the U.S.) who used the website, 
resulting in 84 emoji-related commands. On average, participants 
used the website 4.7 times a day to input emojis. Given that we had 
told participants that using the Voicemoji tool was optional during 
this three-day interval, it is hard to draw frm conclusions from 
this limited usage. However, it does seem that some participants 
voluntarily began to use Voicemoji in their daily lives even apart 
from our formal study. 

6.5 Subjective Ratings 
Our subjective ratings data were ratings on the SUS usability instru-
ment [6] and NASA TLX workload instrument [25], which enabled 
us to capture usability and workload ratings for both the Apple iOS 
keyboard and the Voicemoji system. For the Apple iOS keyboard, 
We separated the emoji keyboard method and the emoji shortcut 
method when capturing subjective ratings because these methods 
ofered diferent interaction designs and user experiences. If the 

participant used both methods in the Apple iOS keyboard condition, 
then they rated both methods. We therefore had three American 
participants who only rated the emoji keyboard and Voicemoji, 
while the other nine participants rated all three methods (i.e., the 
emoji keyboard, emoji shorcuts, and Voicemoji). Both SUS and TLX 
results are graphed in Figure 11. We calculated the SUS score on a 
scale of 0-100, where higher indicates “more usable” 15. The average 
SUS score was 90.4 (SD=8.11) for Voicemoji, 46.5 (SD=16.8) for the 
emoji keyboard, and 60.8 (SD=21.5) for emoji shortcuts. Because 
of network latency issues, some participants mentioned lowering 
their SUS scores for Voicemoji. 

We performed the nonparametric Aligned Rank Transform pro-
cedure [67] on the SUS scores and NASA TLX ratings to examine 
any efects of Method. We found that for SUS scores, Method had 
a statisitcally signifcant efect (F2,32 = 27.70, p < .001). Pairwise 
comparisons with the Bonferroni correction showed that the Voice-
moji received higher scores than the emoji keyboard (p < .01) and 
emoji shortcuts (p < .05), while there was no signifcant diference 
between the emoji keyboard and emoji shortcuts. For NASA TLX 
ratings, we found that Method had a statistically signifcant efect 
on all dimensions: mental demand (F2,32 = 8.35, p < .005), physi-
cal demand (F2,32 = 87.80,p < .001), temporal demand (F2,32 = 
26.95, p < .001), performance (F2,32 = 16.64, p < .001), efort 
(F2,32 = 30.49,p < .001) and frustration (F2,32 = 27.13, p < .001). 

15https://measuringu.com/sus/ 

https://15https://measuringu.com/sus
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Pairwise comparisons with the Bonferroni correction showed that 
Voicemoji had signifcantly lower physical demand and frustration 
than emoji shortcuts (p < .05); and had signifcantly lower (better) 
scores on all ratings than the emoji keyboard (p < .05). 

7 QUALITATIVE RESULTS 
Our afnity diagramming analysis revealed four main themes aris-
ing in participants’ feedback about Voicemoji: conveniently entering 
emojis, helpful suggestions, supporting emoji exploration, and enrich-
ing communication. We describe each of these in turn. 

Conveniently entering emojis. All participants mentioned that 
fnding and entering emojis with Voicemoji was much easier than 
with the Apple iOS keyboard. As most participants were already 
familiar with speech input generally, they quickly mastered Voice-
moji after learning the commands. Participants consistently men-
tioned two benefts of Voicemoji: (1) supporting both fuzzy and 
precise search, and (2) the ease of speech input. Four participants 
appreciated the fexibility with which Voicemoji queries could be 
formulated, namely that they could either speak the name of the 
emoji, or describe emoji when unsure of their names. As P6 said, 
“It is good that Voicemoji can understand my description. I can 
use [the] ‘emoji search’ command if I’m not confdent, and use 
the ‘insert’ command when I know the exact name, which is very 
efcient.” Three participants mentioned feeling it was great that 
they could input emojis with voice. As P4 said, “[Voicemoji is] very 
convenient when I want to add some emojis when I’m speaking 
a long paragraph, I can just do it at once without switching the 
keyboard.” 

Helpful suggestions. Four participants mentioned that Voice-
moji’s suggestion feature was useful in helping them fnd the right 
emojis. As P12 said, “I think it was really helpful for just even 
quickly composing messages that have the right emoji in them, 
and there’s really nothing like Voicemoji’s suggestion function.” 
Participant 2 also said, “some suggestions were even better than my 
intended emojis.” Participants 1 and 6 mentioned that even when 
they had no intention of adding an emoji, the emoji suggestions 
provided them with appropriate emojis, making it easy to just tap 
one to insert it. 

Supporting emoji exploration. Four participants mentioned that 
Voicemoji provided a new way to learn new emojis. The multiple 
options provided by Voicemoji sometimes exposed emojis that were 
previously unfamiliar to users. As P1 said, “It will suggest some 
emojis I’ve never imagined, such as an emoji about a particular 
object.” Participant 2 agreed, saying that as a result, the unexpected 
emojis “add surprise and delight of using emojis, and ofer a new 
way to learn them.” Participant 2 also mentioned that fnding rare 
emojis was a painful process in the Apple iOS keyboard, while 
Voicemoji’s entry process was equally efcient for all emojis. 

Enriching communication. Participants 6 and 8 explicitly talked 
about Voicemoji enriching their daily communications. Participant 
6 did not use emojis much before the study, but he found that using 
Voicemoji lowered the efort of fnding emojis, and he started to 
send emojis during his everyday messaging, which “improved the 
expressiveness and the interactivity.” Participant 8 reported using 

emojis frequently 
before our study, and she found that using Voicemoji made the 
process even easier and faster, making her “feel as mainstream as 
my sighted friends.” 

8 DISCUSSION 
In this work, we have presented Voicemoji, a speech-based emoji in-
put method. In creating Voicemoji, we sought to address four major 
challenges of existing emoji entry methods, namely that they are 
time consuming, inconsistent with users’ expectations, lacking support 
for discovering emojis, and lacking support for fnding the right emo-
jis. To address these issues, we designed several features including 
speech-based search and automatic emoji suggestions. Our user 
study showed that fnding and entering emojis with Voicemoji was 
signifcantly faster than the current Apple iOS keyboard, and most 
of the suggested emojis were perceived as relevant to users’ spoken 
content. Importantly, Voicemoji’s apparent benefts were consistent 
for both our American and Chinese participants, suggesting that 
the design of Voicemoji is at least somewhat generalizable across 
diferent languages. 

Many participants expressed that they would use the Voicemoji 
even after the study. Participant 10 commented that he was doubtful 
about the usability at frst, but after the study, he commented that 
Voicemoji was, “practical as hell” and he “would immediately use 
the tool” in his everyday life. The feedback given by P6 and P8 about 
Voicemoji “enriching communication” indicated that the impact of 
Voicemoji was not only on the speed or efort of entering emojis, 
but also on a subjectively higher level, where Voicemoji provided 
support for people to express themselves better. Emojis improve 
expressiveness, and technologies like Voicemoji that facilitate their 
entry can improve this expressiveness. 

One piece of feedback we did not anticipate was that participants 
mentioned the potential usefulness of Voicemoji beyond the blind 
community. Both P3 and P8 mentioned that the design of speak-
ing emojis could actually “beneft beyond blind people, as many 
of us use voice input sometimes” (P3). Adopting a perspective of 
ability-based design [68, 69], technologies designed for users with 
disabilities are often more usable to wide range of users [43, 60]. For 
example, when people are walking or driving, they might beneft 
from using speech more because of so-called “situational impair-
ments” [66], and Voicemoji could facilitate emoji entry in such 
situations. 

8.1 Limitations 
As with any research project, there are several limitations of this 
work. First, we only conducted studies with existing Apple iOS 
users because of the consistency of the system. Diferent Android 
phones have diferent voice-over descriptions for the same emojis, 
and not all emojis have descriptions on Android systems compared 
to iOS. However, some Android keyboards such as Gboard pro-
vide a built-in emoji search function, which might result in better 
performance than the Apple iOS keyboard. Second, our study ses-
sions were all conducted remotely, making them somewhat less 
controlled than a typical lab-based study. For example, participants 
used their own Apple iPhone models, which could be somewhat 
diferent from one another. Network latency was also not controlled 
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during our study, where a lab-based study on our university campus 
could achieve shorter response times from the server. However, as 
the purpose of the comparison is to evaluate the timing of the two 
interactions (i.e. the search interaction, the command design, the 
voice feedback), rather than the current implementation perfor-
mance, we did not include the latency in our analysis. Third, the 
Google speech-to-text API we used would cut of the speech after 
a pause longer than two seconds, which meant that participants 
could not pause too long during their speech. Also, Voicemoji did 
not support real-time recognition due to network issues, which 
hindered the user experience. Fourth, although we logged website 
usage during the three-day interval between study phases, con-
ducting a long-term feld deployment would reveal insights on how 
participants use Voicemoji in their daily communications, if at all. 
Our preliminary evidence suggests that some participants would 
indeed use Voicemoji in their daily lives, but this result is anecdotal 
at this point. 

9 FUTURE WORK 
Beyond remedying or addressing the limitations described above, 
there are exciting directions for future work based on this initial 
study. Six participants mentioned that it was cumbersome to switch 
between apps to use Voicemoji, as it was a web app, and so a 
priority would be to build Voicemoji into an actual keyboard, which 
is supported on Android devices. We already have open-sourced 
our implementation of Voicemoji, and keyboard developers could 
consider adding it to their keyboard projects. We also see value 
in adding explanations and example uses emojis. For example, P6 
expressed that sometimes he could not understand an emoji just 
by its name, and many emojis have similar names. Therefore, it 
would be helpful if Voicemoji could also provide explanations of 
how to use emojis. Finally, we also think the style of interaction 
employed by Voicemoji could be extended to other forms of visual 
media besides emojis, such as stickers and memes [20]. 

10 CONCLUSION 
In this work, we have presented Voicemoji, a speech-based emoji 
input method to make emoji input, search, and discovery easier and 
more accessible for blind or low vision (BLV) users. We conducted 
an interview study to understand the current emoji entry experi-
ence and challenges for BLV users, and designed multiple novel 
Voicemoji features, including direct and fuzzy emoji search, speech-
only emoji insertion, color or skin tone emoji modifcation, and 
automatic emoji suggestions to address the challenges. Results from 
our formal evaluation with both American and Chinese participants 
demonstrated that Voicemoji provided signifcantly faster entry 
times, greater perceived usability, and lower perceived workload for 
both groups of participants than the current Apple iOS keyboard. 
We hope that by open-sourcing our implementation, Voicemoji will 
encourage keyboard developers to consider designing inclusive 
input methods for emojis. We also hope that this work will inspire 
future research in non-textual information entry methods. 
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Appendices 

A PHRASE SET FOR THE EMOJI ENTRY SESSION 

Emoji Description English Phrases Chinese Phrases 
1 Hamburger Are you going to join 你要不要和我们 

us for lunch 一起吃午饭 

2 Folded hands Keep me posted please! 有新消息请通知我 

3 Crying face I am so sorry 真的很对不起 

4 Sun Florida is great 海南省很漂亮 

5 Ear What do you hear 你听见什么了 

6 Wrapped gift A isn’t necessary 没必要送我 

7 Musical note He would love anything 只要是摇滚 

about rock 他都喜欢 

8 School And leave me at alone 把我留在 就行 

9 Airplane I’m on a 我在 上 

10 Hundred points I think that answer is 我觉得那个答案 

11 Smiling face How are you 最近怎么样 

with open mouth 

12 Raised fst I am trying again 我再试一次 

13 Disappointed face We are all fragile 人都是脆弱的 

14 Eyes See you soon 改天见 

15 OK hand sign I’ll get you one. 我帮你 一个 

16 Face with 

tears of joy 

17 Red heart 
18 Smiling face with 

heart-shaped eyes 
19 Loudly crying face 

20 Thumb up 

21 Face with hand 

over mouth 

22 Face with 

rolling eyes 
23 Probing cane 

24 Cat face with 

tears of joy 

25 Woman 

gesturing no 
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B PHRASE SET FOR THE EMOJI SUGGESTION SESSION 

Sentiment English Phrases Chinese Phrases 
1 Negative Can’t sleep. my tooth is aching. 我的牙齿痛得睡不着觉了 

2 Negative So tired, I didn’t sleep 太累了，昨晚没睡好 

well at all last night. 
3 Negative Math review, 我在复习数学考试， 

I’m going to fail the exam. 感觉要不及格了 

4 Negative Still hungry after eating 吃完以后还是很饿 

5 Positive My dentist appointment today 今天去医院，检查的结果很好 

was quite enjoyable. 
6 Positive I’m moving to a new place 我就要搬家啦 

7 Positive Just listened to a new song 刚刚听了一首很好听的歌 

and It was good 

8 Positive Happy birthday to you 祝你生日快乐

C MEAN EMOJI ENTRY TIME WITH/WITHOUT DELAY 

Participant ID Voicemoji Voicemoji iOS Keyboard 

(without delay) (with delay) 
P1 3.2s 7.7s 49.4s 
P2 6.4s 8.4s 42.0s 
P3 3.8s 7.3s 50.4s 
P4 5.6s 13.6s 64.2s 
P5 5.9s 9.9s 27.5s 
P6 6.6s 12.1s 42.4s 
P7 3.3s 5.3s 21.0s 
P8 5.1s 9.6s 102.8s 
P9 5.1s 10.1s 105.8s 
P10 4.0s 7.5s 46.7s 
P11 4.6s 8.6s 63.2s 
P12 2.8s 4.8s 29.1s 
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